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This paper states Alexandroff%s
mapping theorem for paracompact spaces
and gives a new characterization of
paracompact spaces* A topological
space R is called to be approximated
by complexes with geometric, natural
or weak topology if, for every open
covering in of R, there exist respectively a simplicial complex K
with geometric1', natural 2 ) or weak
topology3/ and a continuous mapping
f |R-* K such that (f-l(s(p))} refines
1ΓL9 where S(p) denotes an open star
with a centre p and p runs through all
vertices of K. C. H* Dowker [l) has
proved that every paracompact Hausdorff
space is approximated by geometric
complexes or by natural ones* Our result (Theorem l) asserts that every
paracompact Hausdorff space is approximated by complexes with weak topology. Since weak topology is weaker
than geometric and natural
topology,
ours includes Dowkerfs results*

mapping f |R -> K as follows;
f(x) = the centre of gravity of the
vertices of {p^: *eA(x)}
with the weights f^(x).
Then f is continuous? Let W be an
open neighborhood of x such that B(x)
~ { ^ : W^V* 4 ή> } is a finite set
of indices*, Let K^, a subcomplex of
K, be the nerve of (w^V^ % Λe B(x)}
Then evidently f (W) C Kt
Being K2 a
finite complex and £* continuous, it
can easily be seen that fjW-^Kx is
continuous and hence f | R ~» K is continuous* From construction of K,
S(p Λ ) is nothing but the set of all
points with a non-zero weight on p^,
and hence f is a baricentric ^p mapping, i. e*
k
Thus
Q. E D

Theorem 1, A paracompact Hausdorff
space R is approximated by complexes
with weak topology.

for all <* e A β

)s oce A) refines VL «

It is to be noted that a complex K
in the above can be reconstructed in
more restricted type as follows*

Proof• Let VI be an arbitrary
open covering of R, and then there
exists a locally finite open covering
Ύ> ^{Voc ί * e A } of R which refines
Ut
Since R is normal and then 'Ψ is
shrinkable, we can assume with no loss
of generality that each V<* is an F<r
-set. Therefore, there is a nonnegative real-valued continuous
function f<* defined on R such that
f*(x)> 0 if and only if χeV* We
associate with each V* a mark p^,
and with p^'s as vertices we construct
the nerve K of IP such that p^, .*.,
p^ are vertices of a simplex of K if
and only if the corresponding sets
V<*, • *., Vβ have a common point* We
introduce into K the weak topology©
Let x be an arbitrary point of R and
A(x) be the set of indices such that
A ( x ) ~ {<* s x^V*} © We construct a

Theorem 2* Each star S(p) of K can
be of finite dimension*
Proof. Since a paracompact Hausdorff
space is strongly screenable (5]9 we can
assume with no loss of generality that
7P stated in the above proof can be
decomposed into a sequence γ\ , i =• 1,
2, ..*, such that;

Vot:f s are, for fixed i, mutually
disjoint.
Setting
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FOOTNOTE
1) See L2).

we gat a countable open covering
{V^ i ^ l , 2, •••} of R. In general,
a countable open covering of a countably paracompact^' normal space has, as
can easily be seen, a star-finite
countable open covering which refines
it* Therefore, ^ } can be refined by
a star-finite open covering { Wf } of R.
With no loss of generality, as can
easily be seen, we can assume that
?£ D Wt- for every i We construct an
open covering 7#>of R as follows:

2) See [1]
3) See [6]
4) Following C H. Dowker, a space
is called countably paracompact if
every countable open covering of it
can be refined by a locally finite
open covering*

W= i O{w £ AV β l . : o^e A] #
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Proof. fOnly if 1 part has been
shown in Theorem l Conversely, if R
is approximated by complexes with weak
topology^ there exist, for an arbitrary
open covering W of R, a simplicial
complex K with weak topology and a
continuous mapping f|R~* K such that
{f-^Sίp))} refines Ύ>
Since
(S(p)} is an open covering of K and
K is paracompact f3 or 4J, there
exists a locally finite open covering
(ϋ) of K which refines {S(p)J
Then
j ^ ί ϋ ) } is a locally finite open
covering of R which refines {f~MS(p))j
and hence does Y> o Q. E D
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